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Using Technology and Old-Fashioned Police
Work FCSO Detectives Solve Rash of Vehicle
Burglaries
Through excellent investigative work comprised of witness and suspect interviews, field interrogations and
modern technology to include Ring home security video surveillance, and license plate readers, Flagler County
Sheriff’s Deputies charged three persons ending a rash of vehicle burglaries that occurred between Saturday
08/18/18 and Monday 08/20/18 primarily in the “W” section of Palm Coast.
View the video* and FCSO’s “Attempt to Identify” posting on Facebook from 8/21/18:
https://www.facebook.com/flaglercounty.sheriffsoffice/videos/1966957486876735/

Jayzeon Leron Lee Wallace, (17yoa male), Kani Raquan Pernell Miller (18yoa male), and Antonio Be Lee (16yoa
male), were charged with multiple counts of burglary of a conveyance (car), petit theft and attempt burglary of a
conveyance (car). A total of 45 charges were filed against the suspects.
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Kani Miller currently has an active warrant for the fifteen charges he faces related to the string of burglaries. If
you know where he is call CrimeStoppers at 1-888-277-TIPS where you could be eligible for a freward of up to
$5,000.00
“These criminals were terrorizing neighborhoods by burglarizing unlocked vehicles and our investigators did an
excellent job using all the investigative tools available to identify and charge these thieves,” said Sheriff Rick
Staly. “Don’t be a victim of crime – lock your vehicle and help us prevent crime.”
*Video was provided by RING (https://ring.com/) and cooperating citizens.
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